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Abstract—Transistors are approaching the sub-10nm regime.
Due to extensive scaling of devices, the leakage currents are
also increasing. FinFETs are also being scaled to 14 nm. To
further push the limits of scaling and decrease leakage currents,
Dopingless FET (DL-FET) transistors were introduced. DL-FETs
show a promising decrease in leakage with low power con-
sumption. An application using these devices, a hybrid oscillator
arbiter physical unclonable function (PUF) using DL-FETs is
presented here. Two different designs, one speed optimized and
one power optimized are presented for different designs such as
low power and also high performance. A comparative analysis
of the DL-FET based PUF and FinFET based PUF is presented.
The DL-FET PUF results in a 30% decrease in average power
consumption compared to FinFETs. To the best of the authors’
knowledge, the current paper is the first in exploring PUF
realization using DL-FETs.

Index Terms—Dopingless Junctionless FET, Physical Unclon-
able Function, Ring Oscillator

I. INTRODUCTION

Low power high performance devices have been the target
of researchers since the invention of the integrated circuit. A
single chip is being packed with almost 8 billion transistors
[1]. This has been possible with the introduction of FinFETs.
Beyond 32nm, high-κ metal gate transistors also started to
show signs of high leakage leading to more power consump-
tion and chip overheating [2]. Hence FinFETs were used as a
replacement for these transistors.

Junctionless transistors were introduced as a promising
solution for these problems [3] but there are some issues
with the junctionless FET. Poor switch-off capability, high
parasitic capacitance, low on-state current and higher gate
work function are some of them [4], [5]. These issues were
solved by the introduction of the dopingless FET [6]. Higher
band to band tunneling and random dopant fluctuations (RDF)
are addressed in dopingless FETs using the thin intrinsic
silicon nanowire to form the drain and source instead of
heavily doped drain, channel and source [7].

With the increased performance and miniaturization of
various devices, home applications for such devices have

increased. The Internet of Things (IoT) is one of them [8],
[9]. To encrypt the end to end communication of the devices
in the IoT, a key that is unpredictable should be incorporated.
Hence a Physical Unclonable Function can be used to generate
the key and use it for encryption and decryption of communi-
cation. A PUF uses the process variation in manufacturing of
devices as an advantage to generate different keys that can be
used for various applications. In the current paper, the Hybrid
Oscillator Arbiter PUF is implemented with the Dopingless
FETs [10].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II presents the novel contributions of the paper, Section
IV presents the structure of the dopingless transistor. The
design of the PUF is presented in Section V. The simulation
results are presented in Section VI. Section VII presents the
conclusions.

II. NOVEL CONTRIBUTIONS

Dopingless FETs can be considered a great solution for
leakage and scalability issues. These are one of the two
focused areas of interest when developing devices. DL-FETs
can be manufactured with the current technology available
and the leakage currents will also be much reduced. In the
current paper, DL-FETs are used to design PUFs. Two PUF
circuit designs are implemented: one speed optimized and the
other power optimized. The speed optimized design can be
implemented in areas where the power consumption is not
a main concern such as routers or network switches but the
performance of application is of the main concern. The power
optimized design can be used in devices where the overall
power consumption of the device is of importance like hand
held smart devices which run on battery. A comparison to
existing FinFET design implementations is also given in the
simulation results section.

III. RELATED PRIOR RESEARCH

Extensive research is being conducted in reduction in
leakage power. The leakage issues and short channel effects



for CMOS transistors and high-κ metal gate transistors are
presented in [2]. A PVT analysis of circuits like SRAM with
different technologies is also presented in [2]. A PVT analysis
of FinFETs in analog application is presented in [11]. The
Dopingless FETs structure, working and fabrication methodol-
ogy along with an SRAM implementation was presented in [6].
In the same work, a stress test was conducted on the respective
transistors to check the aging resistance of the devices. The
transistors show a promising resistance to the aging effects.
In [7], a comparison of the DL-FETs with the junctionless
transistor was presented. The main issues with the junctionless
transistors were presented and as a potential solution, the DL-
FET was introduced. A temperature analysis on the DL-FETs
is performed in [12], [13].

The IoT is already being implemented in many environ-
ments like industries and it is not so far when the entire home
will be automated making it a smart home. Research is being
conducted extensively in that area. In [14], a health monitoring
system is presented which incorporates the IoT and connects
different devices and automates the process of monitoring
and diagnosing of thyroid function simpler. Modules which
can be placed on the patient and a module for the doctor
were developed and Bluetooth R© technology was used for the
communication between the patient module and the doctor
module. In [15], different security issues in the IoT were
presented. A very detailed description of uses of PUF in
security applications is presented in [16].

PUF key generation has been in use for a long time. One
of the advantages of PUFs is that the key is never stored in
memory and is generated every time it needs to be used. In
the current paper, a ring oscillator (RO) PUF is being used.
Various designs of PUFs were proposed in [17], [18]. The
RO PUF is easy to implement and also occupies smaller chip
area and consumes less power comparatively. Conventional RO
PUF design is presented in [19]. This paper also proposed a
configurable PUF design where multiple keys can be generated
using the same circuit which gives an opportunity to change
keys when necessary. In [10], the design of the Hybrid
Oscillator Arbiter PUF was proposed. Two different designs,
power optimized and speed optimized PUFs were presented
for implementation in different applications from handheld
devices to high performance applications. [20] presents the
design of a PUF to generate multiple keys.

IV. DOPINGLESS TRANSISTOR - A BRIEF INTRODUCTION

Dopingless FETs were introduced 5to address the problems
in junctionless transistors. Fig. 1 shows a 3D structure of the
DL-FET and Table I provides the nominal parameters. The
symbols for the n-type and p-type DL-FETs are presented in
Fig. 2. The DL-FET does not utilize any external ion implanta-
tion. An undoped single uniform structure is used from source
to drain. In the DL-FET, a thin intrinsic silicon nanowire is
used between metal electrodes and gate, source and drain
regions. The p-type and the n-type doping regions can be
formed using work function engineering inside the undoped
thin silicon. The difference between the work function of the

undoped silicon film and the metal incorporated for source and
drain will be a deciding factor for making the region p-type
or n-type doping [7], [21].

Fig. 1: Structure of Dopingless Transistor.

TABLE I: Device Parameters of Dopingless FET [22].

Parameters Dopingless FET
Silicon Film Thickness (Tsi) 10 nm

Effective Oxide Thickness (EOT) 1 nm
Gate Length (Lg) 20 nm

Width (W) 1 µm
Source/Drain extension 10 nm

Metal work function/doping for source/drain 3.9 EV (Hafnium)
Metal work function/doping for gate 4.66 eV (TiN)

Doping 1015/cm3

Drain

Source

Gate

(a) n-Type

Drain

Source

Gate

(b) p-Type

Fig. 2: Symbols for the n-Type and p-Type Dopingless Tran-
sistor.

V. DESIGN OF PHYSICAL UNCLONABLE FUNCTIONS

A. Conventional RO PUF Design

Fig. 3 shows the design of a conventional RO PUF [19].
In this design of PUF, the ring oscillators are connected
to a counter. The oscillations produced are counted using
the counter. The output of the counter is given as an input
to a comparator. The comparator compares the number of
oscillations produced by the ring oscillator over a period of
time. Two ring oscillators are selected using the multiplexers
and oscillations are counted. Due to process variations, the
oscillations will not be the same. There will be a change



in the counter output. Based on the number of oscillations,
the comparator produces a 1 or 0. After this, a new set of
oscillators is selected and compared. In this manner, a 64
or 128 bit PUF key is generated. Different multiplexer select
signals will be different challenges for the design. Here, due
to the counter and comparator, the chip area and the power
consumption are increased. These issues are addressed in the
hybrid oscillator arbiter PUF design.
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Fig. 3: Conventional Ring Oscillator PUF Design.

B. Dopingless Transistor Based Speed Optimized Hybrid Os-
cillator Arbiter PUF

Fig. 4 shows the design of the speed optimized hybrid
oscillator arbiter PUF designed using dopingless transistors.
The design of this PUF is similar to the traditional PUF, but
modified to address the problems associated with the con-
ventional design like chip size and power consumption. This
speed optimized PUF is designed for usage in applications
where data is needed to be processed fast trading off the power
consumption of the overall module. In this hybrid oscillator
PUF, all the ring oscillators are divided into two sets: SET-
1 and SET-2. Each of the ring oscillators from SET-1 is
connected to the D-inputs of different D flip flops and each
of the ring oscillators from SET-2 are connected to the clock
signal of the D flip flops. The oscillating frequency will be
different for ring oscillators due to the process variations. At
a chosen point of time, the outputs from the D flip flops is
observed. Depending on the oscillations, the D-input and clock
values will be different. This will produce different ones or
zeros at the output, which is the encryption key.

C. Dopingless Transistor Based Power Optimized Hybrid Os-
cillator Arbiter PUF

Fig. 5 shows the design of the power optimized hybrid
oscillator arbiter PUF designed using dopingless transistors.
The speed optimized version consists of a number of D flip
flops which consume more power so it cannot be incorporated
into hand held devices which run on a battery. The ring
oscillators are again divided into sets SET-1 and SET-2. All the
oscillators from SET-1 are connected to a multiplexer MUX-1
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Fig. 4: Dopingless Transistor Based Speed Optimized Hybrid
Oscillator Arbiter PUF.

and all the oscillators from SET-2 are connected to another
multiplexer MUX-2. The output of MUX-1 is given to the D
input of the D flip flop and the output of MUX-2 is given as
clock to the D flip flop. Each of the multiplexers will select
a single ring oscillator from the sets and feed the oscillations
to the D flip flop. Due to process variations, at a chosen point
of time, the values at clock and the D input of the flip flop
will vary. So the resultant output of the flip flop will vary for
each pair of ring oscillators selected. Here, the select lines of
the muxes can be the challenge bits of the PUF.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

For a PUF to be validated, the following properties must
be satisfied: Uniqueness, and Reliability. The Figures of Merit
(FoMs) considered in this section, along with the uniqueness
and reliability, are the average power consumed by the module
and the total time taken to generate the PUF key. There are
the two main conflicting aspects in the applications as the data
processing should be fast while consuming as little power as
possible. For high performance, some power should be traded
off and for low power consumption, performance trade off
will always be needed. Table II shows a comparison of the
Hamming distance between the FinFET based PUF and the
Dopingless Transistor based PUF.

A. Uniqueness

The uniqueness of a PUF is the ability of the module
to produce different PUF keys with a change in challenge
bits. It can be checked using the Hamming distance of the
keys produced by the circuit. For an ideal PUF, the hamming
distance is 50%. Monte Carlo simulations were performed on
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Fig. 5: Dopingless Transistor Based Power Optimized Hybrid
Oscillator Arbiter PU.F

TABLE II: Characterization Table for Power and Speed Opti-
mized Designs.

Power Optimized Hybrid Oscillator Arbiter PUF
Parameter FinFET Dopingless Transistor

Average Power 175.5 µW 121.3 µW
Hamming Distance 50.1 % 48

Speed Optimized Hybrid Oscillator Arbiter PUF
Average Power 251.5 µW 151 µW

Hamming Distance 48.3 % 50 %

the circuit to simulate the process and mismatch variations.
100 runs were performed and the output keys were checked
for uniqueness. Fig. 6 shows the frequencies of different
ring oscillators in each of the runs. This shows the different
frequencies each of the oscillators produce for each run and
in a single run. Figs. 7 and 8 show the Hamming distance
between the different keys produced in different runs. The
power optimized hybrid oscillator arbiter PUF consists of
multiplexers and the select lines of the multiplexers can be
considered as challenge bits. But in the speed optimized PUF
there is not multiplexer present and hence no challenge bits
are available. This means it will produce a single key once it
is fabricated. For a fair comparison, only the process variation
is considered in this case but not the challenge bit variation
in both the designs.

B. Reliability

A PUF is not reliable if it cannot create the same key with
the environmental variations and supply voltage variations.
Environmental effects like temperature variations will affect
the working of ring oscillators. In such conditions, the PUF
with the same challenge bits should be generating the same
key. To test the reliability of the designs, the temperature is
varied and the power supply is varied. Figs. 9 and 10 show
the Hamming distance of the keys generated by the designs.
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Fig. 6: Frequencies of Ring Oscillators.
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Fig. 7: Inter PUF Hamming Distance of Speed Optimized
Hybrid Oscillator Arbiter PUF.
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Hybrid Oscillator Arbiter PUF.



The speed optimized PUF does not have much variation
but comparatively, the power optimized PUF shows more
variation. Table III shows the comparison of FoMs from other
published works.
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Fig. 9: Intra PUF Hamming Distance of Speed Optimized
Hybrid Oscillator Arbiter PUF.
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Fig. 10: Intra PUF Hamming Distance of Power Optimized
Hybrid Oscillator Arbiter PUF.

C. Average Power

The average power consumed is always a major FoM. In
devices that run on battery, low power should be consumed
or the introduced module will be of no use at that point. In
applications like routers or network switches, speed should
be very high to reduce the data latency. Figs. 11 and 12
show the power consumption of the speed optimized and
power optimized hybrid oscillator arbiter PUFs. The power
optimized design does show lower consumption due to the
smaller number of flip flops present in the design. The average
power is the sum of all the leakage powers and the dynamic
power.
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Fig. 11: Average Power of Speed Optimized Hybrid Oscillator
Arbiter PUF.
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Fig. 12: Average Power of Power Optimized Hybrid Oscillator
Arbiter PUF.

D. Time taken to Generate the PUF Key

The time taken to generate the PUF key is another main
FoM which plays an important role in high performance
devices. In the case of router or network switches, the number
of devices connected at a time will be high. So to encrypt and
decrypt every incoming and outgoing message, the PUF key
generation should be fast. In such cases, to decrease latency,
the multiplexers in the power optimized design were removed
and a number of D flip flops are added in the speed optimized
design. As each pair of oscillators has a separate D flip flop,
the time needed to generate the key will be the time the
circuit runs until a chosen point of time. For example, in
the simulations performed, the output key was recorded after
running the circuit for 50ns. In the power optimized design, the
total time taken to generate the key will be more than 150ns as
the multiplexers are used to select the signals from oscillators
and between each selection a small time gap is given. Thus
each of the designs can be used for their respective application.



TABLE III: Comparison of Results with Related Existing Research.

Research Works Technology Architecture Used Average Power Consumed Hamming
Distance (%)

Rahman et al. [23] 90 nm CMOS – 50
Maiti et al. [19] 180 nm CMOS Traditional Ring Oscillator – 50.72
Suh et al. [24] – – 46.15
Maiti et al. [18] – – – 47.31
Yanambaka et al. (Power Opti-
mized) [20]

32 nm FinFET Current Starved Oscillator 175.5 µW 50.1

Yanambaka et al. (Power Opti-
mized) [10]

32 nm FinFET Traditional Ring Oscillator 285.5 µW 50.9

This Paper (Power Optimized) 10 nm Dopingless FET Hybrid Oscillator Arbiter 121.3 µW 48.0
This Paper (Speed Optimized) 10 nm Dopingless FET Hybrid Oscillator Arbiter 151 µW 50.0

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

This paper presents two designs of hybrid oscillator arbiter
PUFs, a speed optimized and a power optimized design using
DL-FETs. A fair comparison of the two technologies, FinFET
and DL-FETs is presented in this paper to show a power
reduction using these transistors. As a future research, an
ultra low power design of PUF can be implemented as these
transistors show a promise for usage in low power applications.
A newer design of PUF will also be developed with these
transistors which will have scope of reconfigurability and
generate multiple keys accordingly. An SRAM based PUF
using these transistors can also be implemented as DL-FETs
are more stable which might give an advantage in designing
better SRAMs. The speed optimized design, gives only one
key. As a future research, a configurable model of the speed
optimized hybrid oscillator arbiter PUF can be designed and
characterized.
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